Many of our Home-Delivered Meal Program clients have cats or small dogs, who they cherish as their constant companions. In many cases, their beloved pet may be the only “family” they have. Because of their homebound status and other factors, these clients have difficulty obtaining pet food and other supplies needed to maintain their pet’s good health.

Our Pet Food Program provides clients with necessities including cat/dog food, cat litter, cat/dog dental treats, and other items such as cat toys, dog bones, etc.

Besides providing their owners much-needed company, having a pet in the house also provides seniors a sense of purpose and reduces their isolation and loneliness.

HOW YOU CAN HELP:

- Make a cash donation to the Pet Food Program
- Donate unopened cat/dog food
- Hold a donation drive to benefit the program, collecting cat/dog food and other items

For more information, please call (401) 351-6700

This program is ongoing; seasonal gifts are also accepted.